We address the problem of inverse reinforcement learning in Markov decision processes where the agent is risk-sensitive. In particular, we model risk-sensitivity in a reinforcement learning framework by making use of models of human decisionmaking having their origins in behavioral psychology, behavioral economics, and neuroscience. We propose a gradient-based inverse reinforcement learning algorithm that minimizes a loss function defined on the observed behavior. We demonstrate the performance of the proposed technique on two examples, the first of which is the canonical Grid World example and the second of which is a MDP modeling passengers' decisions regarding ride-sharing. In the latter, we use pricing and travel time data from a ride-sharing company to construct the transition probabilities and rewards of the MDP.
Introduction
The modeling and learning of human behaviors is becoming increasingly important as critical systems begin to rely more on automation and artificial intelligence. Yet, in this task we face a number of challenges, not least of which is the fact that humans are known to behave in ways that are not completely rational. For example, there is mounting evidence to support the fact that humans often use reference points-experiences that are perceived to be related to the decision the human is making. It has also been observed that their decisions are impacted by their perception of the external world (exogenous factors) and their present state of mind (endogenous factors) as well as how the decision is framed or presented [1, 2] .
The success of descriptive behavioral models in capturing human behavior has long been touted by the psychology community and, more recently, by the economics community. In the engineering context, humans have largely been modeled, under rationality assumptions, from the so-called normative point of view where things are modeled as they ought to be, which is counter to a descriptive as is point of view. However, risk-sensitivity in the context of learning to control stochastic dynamic systems (see, e.g., [3] [4] [5] ) has been fairly extensively explored in engineering and computer science. Many of these approaches are targeted at mitigating risks due to uncertainties in controlling a system such as a plant or robot. Much of this work simply handles risk-aversion by leveraging techniques such as exponential utility functions or minimizing variance.
On the other hand, human decision makers can be at once risk-averse and risk-seeking depending their frame of reference. Complex risk-sensitive behavior arising from human interaction with automation is only recently coming into focus. The adoption of diverse behavioral models in engineeringin particular, in learning and control-is growing due to the fact that humans are increasingly playing an integral role in automation both at the individual and societal scale. Learning accurate models of human decision-making is important for both prediction and description. For example, control/incentive schemes need to predict human behavior as a function of external stimuli. On the other hand, policy makers, e.g., are interested in interpreting human reactions to implemented regulations and policies.
A few approaches for integrating risk-sensitivity of humans in the control and reinforcement learning problems via behavioral models [6] [7] [8] [9] have recently emerged. These approaches largely assume a risk-sensitive Markov decision process (MDP) formulated based on a behavioral model and determine the optimal policy via, e.g., a learning procedure. We refer to this as the forward problem. We are interested in solving the so-called inverse problem which seeks to estimate the decision-making model given a set of demonstrations. In particular, we may care about producing the reward function (or at least, characterize the space of reward functions) that results in similar behavior. On the other hand, we may want to extract the optimal policy from a set of demonstrations so that we can reproduce the behavior in support of, e.g., designing incentives or control policies.
In particular, in this paper we model human decision-makers as risk-sensitive Q-learning agents where we exploit very rich behavioral models from behavioral psychology and economics as well as neuroscience that capture a whole spectrum of risk-sensitivity. We propose a gradient-based learning algorithm for inferring the decision-making model parameters from demonstrations-that is, we propose a novel framework for solving the risk-sensitive inverse reinforcement learning problem. We demonstrate the efficacy of the learning scheme on i) the canonical Grid World example and ii) a passenger's view of ride-sharing as an MDP with model parameters estimated from real-world data.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly overview the Q-learning model we assume for risk-sensitive agents and show that it is amenable to integration with the behavioral models. In Section 3, we formulate the inverse reinforcement learning problem and propose a gradient-based algorithm to solve it. Examples that demonstrate the ability of the proposed scheme to capture a wide breadth of risk-sensitive behaviors are provided in Section 4. Finally, we conclude with some discussion and comments on future work in Section 5.
Risk-Sensitive Reinforcement Learning
In order to learn a decision-making model for an agent who faces sequential decisions in an uncertain environment, we adopt a recently developed risk-sensitive reinforcement learning framework that allows for integration of behavioral decision-making models [8, 7, 6] . Under the assumption that the agent is making decisions according to this model, we then formulate a gradient-based method for learning the policy as well as parameters of the agent's value function.
Risk-sensitivity has been long covered in the stochastic decision-making literature. The typical way in which risk is dealt with is through transformations of the return, e.g., by an exponential value function. As an alternative approach, transformation of the temporal differences in a Q-learning scheme according to a risk model has recently been proposed [7] [8] [9] . Transforming of the temporal differences avoids certain pitfalls of the reward transformation approach such as poor convergence performance. We adopt this idea in order to generate forward models of agent decision-making that are able to capture diverse behavior profiles which we then use in our inverse learning algorithm to estimate their behavior.
Markov Decision Process
We will consider a class of finite MDPs which consist of a state space X, an admissible action space A(x) ⊂ A for each x ∈ X, a transition kernel P (x |x, a) (which denotes the probability of moving from state x to x given action a), and a reward function r : X × A × W → R where W is the disturbance space and has distribution P r (·|x, a). Including disturbances w allows us to model random rewards for which use the notation R(x, a) to denote the random reward having distribution P r (·|x, a). action reward observation risk sensitive decision-maker Figure 1 : Human decision-makers are often not completely rational and their decisions are impacted by various exogenous and endogenous factors including risk. We model them as risk-sensitive agents attempting to solve a MDP via risk-sensitive reinforcement learning.
In the classical expected utility maximization framework, the agent seeks to maximize the expected discounted rewards by selecting a Markov policy π. That is, for an infinite horizon MDP, the optimal policy is obtained by maximizing
where x 0 is the initial state and γ ∈ [0, 1) is the discount factor. The risk-sensitive reinforcement learning problem transforms the above problem to account for a salient features of human decisionmaking such as loss aversion, reference point dependence, and framing effects.
Value Functions
Given the environmental uncertainty and uncertainty in the reward, we model the outcome of each action as a real-valued random variable Y (i) ∈ R, i ∈ I where I denotes a finite event space and Y is the outcome of i-th event with probability µ(i), µ ∈ P, the space of probability distributions on I. Much like the standard expected utility framework, an agent makes choices based on the value of their outcome as defined by their value function u : R → R.
There are a number of existing approaches to defining value functions that capture risk-sensitivity and loss aversion. These approaches derive from a variety of fields including behavioral psychology/economics, mathematical finance, and even neuroscience.
One of the most salient features of human decision-making is that losses are perceived more significant that a gain of equal true value. The models with the greatest efficacy in capturing this are both convex and concave in different regions of the outcome space. Prospect theory, developed by Kahneman and Tvsersky [10, 11] , is built on one such model. The form of the value function introduced in prospect theory is given by
whereȳ is the reference point that the decision-maker compares outcomes against in determining if the decision is a loss or gain. The parameters (c + , c − , ρ + , ρ − ) control the degree of risk-sensitivity and loss-aversion. For example, 0 < ρ + , ρ − < 1 leads to risk-averse preferences on gains and risk-seeking preferences on losses (concave in gains, convex in losses); ρ + = ρ − = 1 leads to risk-neutral preferences; ρ + , ρ − > 1 leads to risk-averse preferences on losses and risk-seeking preferences on gains (convex in gains, concave in losses). Prospect-theoretic risk preferences such as framing effects, reference dependence and loss aversion have been widely observed in experimental studies on human decision-making (see, e.g., [12] [13] [14] ). Experimental results for a series of one-off decisions have indicated that typically both ρ + and ρ − are less than one thereby indicating that humans are risk-averse on gains and risk-seeking on losses-that is, u is concave for y >ȳ and convex otherwise).
In addition to the non-linear transformation of outcome values, in prospect theory the effect of under/over-weighting the likelihood of events that has been commonly observed in human behavior is model via warping of event probabilities [15, 16] . Outside of the prospect theory value, other mappings have been proposed to capture risk-sensitivity. One example is the entropic map u(y) = exp(λy), where λ controls the degree of risk-sensitivity.
Another is the linear map defined by
which was proposed in [8] where they formulate an risk-sensitive reinforcement learning procedure. Here, κ ∈ (−1, 1) controls the degree of risk sensitivity.
We also introduce a logarithm-based value function and an exponential-based value function both of which approximate the shape of the prospect theory value-i.e. convex in gains and concave in losses-while improving the performance (in terms of convergence speed) of the gradient-based inverse reinforcement learning algorithm we propose in Section 3. In particular, we consider the logarithmic value function given by
and the exponential value function give by
where λ + < 0 and λ − > 0. The logarithmic value function is Lipschitz and hence, the theoretical results we present in Section 3.2 apply. The exponetial value function, on the other hand, has only two parameters and is therefore easier to learn. Unlike the entropic map, it allows for a convex-concave structure in losses and gains.
It is our aim to bring these models and ideas to a risk-sensitive inverse reinforcement learning setting and design algorithms for estimation which will lay the ground work for ultimately designing incentives as well as control policies.
Valuation Functions
To capture risk-sensitivity, valuation functions generalize the expectation operator which considers average or expected outcomes 1 .
Such a map is used to characterize an agent's preferences-that is, one prefers (Y, µ) to (Z, ν) whenever V(Z, ν) ≤ V(Y, µ). Let us consider the following example.
Example 1 (shortfall valuation) It is common for human decision-makers to compare outcomes to reference points,ȳ, as we mentioned above. In addition, people may form an acceptance level that they compare their values of their value function for different outcomes too. Let's denote byr the acceptance level and we assume thatr is in the range of the value function u. For prospect theoretic value functions, one reasonable value forr is u(ȳ).
The shortfall valuation defines a valuation function that incorporates reference and acceptance level dependence into the decision-making model. It originated in mathematical finance [19, 17] where it was shown to be a valuation function and it has been used in a risk-sensitive MDP context in [3] and in a reinforcement learning context in [7] . The shortfall V induced by a value function u : R → R and an acceptance levelr is given by
where we suppress the dependence of V on µ, the distribution of the random variable for outcomes Y .
Now for each state-action pair, we can define a valuation function. Let us then call V(Y |x, a) :
The following is an example of a state-action dependent valuation function.
Example 2 (entropic valuation)
The entropic map, introduced above, has been used extensively in the field of risk measures [17] , in neuroscience to capture risk sensitivity in motor control [9] and even more so in control of MDPs (see, e.g., [20, 21, 4] ). The entropic risk valuation is defined by
Using the shortfall valuation with acceptance levelr [17] , we have
so that the parameter λ ∈ R controls the risk preference of V-that is, if λ > 0, V is everywhere convex and thus expresses risk-aversion whereas if λ < 0, V is everywhere concave and thus expresses risk-seeking.
If we let
Let us define max πJ (π, x 0 ) = lim T →∞JT (π, x 0 ).
Risk-Sensitive Q-Learning Convergence
In the classical reinforcement learning framework, the Bellman equation is used to derive a Q-learning procedure. Generalization of the Bellman equation for risk-sensitive reinforcement learning have been derived in [3, 8] . These generalizations are then used to formulate an action-value function or Q-learning procedure for the risk-sensitive reinforcement learning problem. In particular, as shown in [3] , if
then V * = max πJ (π, x 0 ) holds for all x 0 ∈ X; moreover, a deterministic policy is optimal if
for all (x, a) ∈ X × A.
The shortfall valuation function as in [7] allows us to consider a range of non-trivial reference points.
Recalling (6), we consider the valuation function V s,a (Y ) = sup{z ∈ R|E[u(Y −z)] ≥r} where the expectation is taken with respect to µ = P (x |x, a)P r (w|x, a). Hence, if u is continuous and strictly increasing, then
where, again, the expectation is taken with respect to µ = P (x |x, a)P r (w|x, a).
The above leads naturally to a Q-learning procedure,
where we would like to point out that the mapping u is applied to the temporal difference r t + γ max a Q(x t+1 , a) − Q(x t , a t ) instead of simply the reward r t . This procedure has convergence guarantees even in this more general setting under some assumptions on the value function u.
, is strictly increasing in y and there exists constants ε,
≤ L for all y = y . Moreover, suppose that there exists a y such that u(y) =r. If the non-negative learning rates α t (x, a) are such that
the procedure in (13) converges to Q * (x, a) for all (x, a) ∈ X × A with probability one.
The assumptions on α t are fairly standard and the core of the convergence proof is based on the Robbins and Siegmund Theorem [22] .
Risk-Sensitive Inverse Reinforcement Learning
We formulate the risk-sensitive inverse reinforcement learning problem in a general form as follows. First, we select a parametric class of policies, {π θ } θ , π θ ∈ Π and parametric value function {u θ } θ , u θ ∈ F where F is a family of value functions and θ ∈ Θ ⊂ R d .
We will use value functions such as those described in Section 2.2. For example, if u is the prospect theory value function defined in (2), then the parameter vector is θ = (c + , c − , ρ + , ρ − , γ, β). For mappings u and Q, we will now indicate their dependence on θ-that is, we will write Q(x, a, θ) and u θ (y) = u(y, θ) where u : Y × Θ → R. Note that since y is the temporal difference it also depends on θ and we will indicate that where not obvious by writing y(θ).
It is common in the inverse reinforcement learning literature to adopt a smooth map G that operates on the action-value function space for defining the parametric policy space-e.g., Boltzmann policies of the form
to the action-value functions Q where β > 0 controls how close G θ (Q) is to a greedy policy which we define to be any policy π such that a∈A π(a|x)Q(x, a, θ) = max a∈A Q(x, a, θ)-in this case, we say π is greedy with respect to Q(·, ·, θ). We will utilize policies of this form. Note that, as is pointed out in [23] , the benefit of selecting strictly stochastic policies is that if the true agent's (expert's) policy is deterministic, uniqueness of the solution is forced.
We aim to tune the parameters so as to minimize some loss (π θ ) which is a function of the parameterized policy π θ . We will use the shorthand notation (θ) = (π θ ).
Inverse Reinforcement Learning Optimization Problem
The optimization can be stated generally as
, it is our goal to recover the policy and estimate the value function. There are several possible loss functions. For example, suppose we elect to minimize the negative weighted log-likelihood of the demonstrated behavior which is given by
where w(x, a) may, e.g., be the normalized empirical frequency of observing (x, a) pairs in D, i.e. n(x, a)/N where n(x, a) is the frequency of (x, a). Related to maximizing the log-likelihood, an alternative loss function may be formulated as the relative entropy or Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence between the empirical distribution of the state-action trajectories and their distribution under the learned policy-that is, we could minimize
where
is the sequence of observed states andπ is the empirical distribution on the trajectories of D.
Gradient-Based Risk-Sensitive Inverse Reinforcement Learning
We propose to solve the problem of estimating the parameters of the agent's value function and approximating the agent's policy via gradient methods which requires computing the derivative of Q * (x, a, θ) with respect to θ. Hence, given the form of the Q-learning procedure where the temporal differences are transformed as in (13), we need to derive a mechanism for obtaining the optimal Q, show that it is in fact differentiable, and derive a procedure for obtaining the derivative.
Given the form of smoothing map G θ given in (14), we can compute the derivative of the policy π θ with respect to θ k , an element of θ ∈ Θ:
We will show that D θ k Q * θ can be calculated almost everywhere on Θ by solving fixed-point equations similar to the Bellman-optimality equations.
We will require some assumptions on u.
Assumption 1
The value function u : Y × Θ → R satisfies the following: (i) it is strictly increasing in y and for each θ ∈ Θ, there exists ar such that u(ȳ, θ) =r; (ii) for each θ ∈ Θ, it is Lipschitz in y with constant L y (θ) and locally Lipschitz on Θ with constant L θ ; (iii) there exists ε > 0 such that ε ≤ u(y,θ)−u(y ,θ) y−y ; and (iv) u ∈ C 1 (Y × Θ, R).
Let us re-write our Q-update equation in the following form (one that is standard, e.g., in the stochastic approximation algorithm literature [24] [25] [26] ):
where α ∈ (0, min{L −1 , 1}) and we have suppressed the dependence of α t on (x, a). Then we define the map T such that
where y(θ) = r(x, a, w) + γ max a ∈A Q(x , a, θ) − Q(x, a, θ).
This mapping is a contraction: for cases wherer = 0, it was first shown in [8] and in the more general setting using similar techniques in [7] .
Theorem 2 Assume that u : Y × Θ → R satisfies Assumption 1. Then the following statements hold:
(a) Q * θ is locally Lipschitz-continuous as a function of θ-that is, for any (x, a) ∈ X × A, θ, θ ∈ Θ,
(b) Except on a set of measure zero, the gradient D θ Q * θ is given by the solution of the fixed-point equation
where π is any policy greedy with respect to Q(·, ·, θ).
We provide the proof in Appendix A. To give a high-level outline, we use an induction argument combined with a contraction mapping argument on the map
where E µ is the conditional expectation with respect to µ = P (x |x, a)P r (w|x, a) to show part (a). The almost everywhere differentiability follows from Rademacher's Theorem (see, e.g., [27, Thm. 3.1]).
Theorem 2 gives us a procedure-namely, a fixed-point equation which is a contraction-to compute the derivative D θ k Q * so that we can compute the derivative of our loss function (θ). Hence the gradient method provided in Algorithm 1 for solving risk-sensitive inverse reinforcement learning problem is well formulated. Initialize: θ ← θ 0 3:
return θ
Remark 1
The prospect theory u given in (2) is not globally Lipschitz in y-in particular, it is not Lipschitz near the reference pointȳ-for values of ρ + and ρ − in less than one. Moreover, for certain parameter combinations, it may not even be differentiable. In [7] , the authors propose some techniques such as truncation for handling the reinforcement learning problem numerically when u is not globally Lipschitz. This also motivates the use of the logarithm-based value function that well-approximate the prospect theory u and retain the convex-concave structure. In practice, for cases where u is not Lipschitz, in the gradient-based algorithm above we are computing and implementing elements of the sub-differential.
Complexity
To properly understand how well Algorithm 1 performs for different amounts of data-small dataset size is often a challenge in modeling sequential human decision-making-we analyze the case when the loss function, (θ), is either the sum over states of the KL divergence between the policy under our learned value function and the the empirical policy of the agent, or the negative of the log-likelihood of the data. These are given by (17) and (16) respectively.
Maximizing the log-likelihood is equivalent to minimizing a weighted sum over states of the KL divergence between the empirical policy of the optimal agent and the policy under the learned value function. In particular, the weighted log-likelihood in (16) can be re-written as
by subtracting w(x, a) log(w(x, a)/w(x)), ∀(x, a) where D x ⊂ D is the set of observed states and w(x) is the frequency of state x normalized by |D| = N defined above. Both cost functions are natural metrics for performance in that they minimize a distance between the optimal policy under the learned agent and empirical policy of the true agent. This approach has the added benefit that it is independent of θ and therefore will not be affected by scaling of the value functions [23] .
Given that we have access only to the empirical policyπ n and not the true policy π, we construct bounds on the performance as measured by the total variation (TV) metric on discrete probability distributions which is given by
We can upper bound δ(π θ (·|x), π(·|x)) by
where δ(π n (·|x), π θ (·|x)) can be thought of as the training error and δ(π n (·|x), π(·|x)) is the distance between the empirical policy and the true policy in state x. The weak law of large numbers guarantees thatπ n (·|x) → π(·|x) point-wise in probability. From this fact and the Dvoretzky Kiefer-Wolfowitz inequality (see, e.g., [28, 29] ), one can derive the following bound:
where n is the number of samples from the distribution π(s) and |A| is the cardinality of the action set. Combining this bound with (26), we get that, with probability 1 − ν,
Thus, if for large N with n ≥ N , we have that δ(π n (·|x), π θ (·|x)) ≤¯ ,¯ > 0, then the left-hand side of the inequality is O(n −1/2 ).
We note that this bound is for each individual state x. Thus, for states that are visited more frequently by the agent, we have better guarantees on how well the policy under the learned value function approximates the true policy. Further, this bound on the per-state level suggests ways of designing data collection schemes to better understand the agent's actions in less explored regions of the state space.
Examples
Let us now demonstrate the proposed methods performance on two examples. While we are able to formulate the risk-sensitive inverse reinforcement learning problem for parameter vectors θ that include γ and β, in the following examples we use γ = 0.95 and β = 0.5. The purpose of doing this is to explore the effects of changing the value function parameters on the resulting policy.
Prospecting in Grid World
We tested Algorithm 1 on data from agents operating on the canonical Grid World MDP example shown in Figure 3 where the agents all start in the blue box, aim to maximize their value function over an infinite horizon. In particular, each square represents a state, and the action space is A = {N, N E, E, SE, S, SW, W, N W }. Each action corresponds to a movement in the specified direction. With probability 0.93, the agent moves in the desired direction and with probability 0.01, they move in any of the other seven directions. To make the grid finite, any action taking the agent out of the grid has probability zero, and the other actions are re-weighted accordingly. The black and hatched green states are absorbing and give rewards of −1 and +1, respectively. All other states give rewards of −0.1.
For each of the agents, we use the shortfall valuation function with acceptance levelr = 0. For the prospect theory agents, we used reference pointȳ = 0. We selected these values in order to isolate the effects of the reference point and acceptance level from those of the value function parameters. Table 1 : Error mean and variance, as measured by the TV distance, between the learned and true behaviors for various degrees of risk-aversion in agents with different types of value functions. The 'Fast' agent is risk-neutral; and 'Mid', 'Long', and 'Hide' have increasing degree of risk-aversion. For the prospect value function agents, the behaviors were generated by setting c + = 1, ρ − = ρ + = 0.5 and varying c − . The parameter values for the log value function agents are described in the caption of Figure 4 . For the entropic map value function agents, we varied λ from 0.1 to −0.3 to generate the four behaviors.
general classes of behaviors each having different risk/reward tradeoffs. Each path in Fig. 4 presents a different risk profile, with the 'Fast' path being the riskiest but potentially the most rewarding, and the 'Hide' path being the most conservative.
We trained true agents with the prospect, entropic, and log value functions as described in Section 2.2, with various sets of parameters to generate the four behaviors. We then collected 10,000 sample trajectories from these agents, and learned the parameters of the value functions using our gradientbased approach. We calculated the distance in the TV norm defined in (25) The sample complexity is of particular import for problems with humans in the loop due to the fact that there is often limited data. The depicted plot shows, for an agent with an entropic value function, the error between the empirical policy and the learned policy as a function of the number of samples.
state x of the true agent and the policy in state x of the learned agent. In Table 1 we report the mean distance across states, as well as the variance in the distance across states.
We first note that in all the cases considered in Table 1 , the learned value functions produce policies that correctly match the maximum likelihood path of the true agent. We also note that performance for learning a prospect value function was markedly worse than learning entropic map or log value functions. This is most likely due to the fact that the prospect value function is not Lipschitz around the reference point. Thus, we have no guarantees of differentiability of Q * with respect to θ, and the results are of worse quality. The entropic value function performs best of the three value functions, mainly because there is only one parameter to learn, and the rewards and losses are all relatively small.
We then learned parameters for agents operating under the entropic map and log value functions from data collected from an agent operating under the prospect value function and exhibiting the 'Mid' behavior. The maximum likelihood path of the true prospect agent and the learned entropic map and log value function agents is shown in Fig. 5a . The mean TV distance between the true prospect agent and the learned agents is shown in Table 2 .
Of note with the experiments on learning prospect agents with logarithmic and entropic agents is the fact that, though the log value function fails to capture the correct maximum likelihood path, it is closer, on average to the true policy than the entropic value function which does learn the correct path. Thus, the logarithmic value function may generalize better, since it has learned the policy in general, better than the entropic value function. Further, we note that the logarithmic value function matches the true policy much better than the prospect value function. This is most likely due to the fact that the logarithmic value function approximates the prospect value function, but is globally Lipschitz. Thus, we have stronger guarantees of convergence.
Agent Type
Mean Variance Prospect 0.026 0.019 Entropic Map 0.095 4.3e-3 Logarithmic 0.021 1.0e-4 Table 2 : Error mean and variance, as measured by the TV distance, between learned and true behavior for an true prospect agent learned by prospect, entropic, and logarithmic agents.
A Passenger's View of Ride-Sharing
Reference dependence models are increasingly being used to model travel choices and activity scheduling [30] . More broadly, behavioral modeling has been used quite extensively in transportation to model travel choices (see, e.g., [31] [32] [33] [34] ). Ride-sharing is a disruptive technology that offers commuters an alternative mode of transport.
Ride-sharing is a disruptive technology that offers commuters an alternative mode of transport. Many ride-sharing companies set prices based on both supply of drivers and demand of passengers. As a result, the price can fluctuate over time and space and passengers react differently to price changes depending on their risk preferences. We derive a toy model based on pricing data collected from the Uber API and travel time data collected via Uber Movement 2 . The pricing data was collected at 3-minute intervals across 276 locations in Washington, D.C. (specified by Census blocks) from 2016 November 14-28 3 . Figure 6 : Origin and destination used in the ride-sharing example. The green marker is the origin and the red marker is the destination. The blue shaded scale shows the average travel time to locations starting from the green pin (origin). This graphic was obtained from the Uber Movement platform.
We examined several locations and hours which had different characteristics in terms of travel time and price statistics. However, the core risk-sensitive behaviors were the same. We generated a ride-sharing MDP for origin GPS= (−77.027046, 38.926749) and destination GPS= (−76.935773, 38.885964) 4 in Washington D.C. at 5AM. Figure 6 shows the origin and destination on a map.
From the passenger's view point, we model the ride-sharing MDP as follows. The action space is A = {0, 1} where 0 corresponds to 'wait' and 1 corresponds to 'ride.' The state space X = X × T ∪ {x f } where X = {1.0, 1.4, 1.8, 2.2} is the part of the state corresponding to the price multiplier, T = {0, . . . , T f } is the part of the state corresponding to the time index, and x f is a terminal state representing the completed ride that occurs when a ride is taken. At time t, the state is notationally given by (x t , t). The reward r t is modeled as a random variable that depends on the current price as well as a random variable Z(t) for travel time whose distribution is estimated from the Uber Movement travel time data. In particular, for any time t < T f the reward is given by
withR < 0 a constant and where D is the distance in miles, S t is a time dependent satisfaction (we selected it to linearly decrease in time from some initial satisfaction level), and p base , p mile , and p min are the base, per mile, and per min prices, respectively. These prices are chosen based on Washington, DC Uber prices 5 . At the final time T final , the agent is forced to take the ride if they have not selected to take a ride at a prior time. This reflects the fact that the agent presumably needs to get from their origin to their destination and the reward structure reflects the dissatisfaction the agent feels as a result of having to ultimately take the ride despite the potential desire to wait.
The transition probability kernel P : X × A × X → [0, 1] is estimated from the ride-sharing data. The travel-time data we have is available on an hourly basis. Hence, we use the 3 min price change data for each hour to derive a static transition matrix by empirically estimating the transition probabilities where we bin prices in the following way. For prices in [1.0, 1.2), x = 1.0; for prices in [1.2, 1.6), x = 1.4; for prices in [1.6, 2.0), x = 1.8; otherwise x = 2.2. In the time periods we examined, the max price multiplier was 2.0. We selected the reference point to beȳ = 0 and the acceptance level to ber = 0.
The estimated transition matrix for the location we selected is given by 
for each time. The travel time distribution is a standard normal distribution truncated to the upper and lower bounds specified by the Uber Movement data. Measured in seconds, we use location parameter 2371, scale parameter 100, and 1554 and 3619 as the upper and lower bound, respectively.
Figures 7, 8, and 9 show the state space as a grid with the probability of taking a ride under the true and learned optimal policies overlaid on each state. For the examples in Figure 7 and Figure 8 , we vary the degree of risk-sensitivity in gains and losses, repsecitely while holding the other at risk-neutral. For the example in Figure 9 , on the other hand, we vary both the risk-sensitivity of gains and losses simultaneously. Note that there is strong experimental evidence supporting the fact that human decision-makers tend to be risk-averse in gains and risk-seeking in losses. Figure 9c is an example of risk preferences aligned with this type of behavior. Figure 10a , we see that when x t ∈ {1.0, 1.4} the reward is positive on average. The more risk-averse an agent is in gains, the less likely they are to take a ride. Figure 10a , we see that when x t ∈ {1.8, 2.2} the reward is negative on average. The more risk-seeking an agent is in losses, the more likely they are to take a ride. (Figure 9c ) is most representative of human decision-making since humans tend to be risk-averse in gains and risk-seeking in losses. We see the same trend as before: the more risk-averse, the less likely to take the ride.
In Figure 10a we show a realization of the reward r t for different time instances. It turns out that in expectation, the reward is positive for x t ∈ {1.0, 1.4} and is negative for x t ∈ {1.8, 2.2}. Across the examples depicted in Figures 7, 8, and 9 , we see the same trend: the more risk-averse (in gains or losses), the less likely the passenger is to take the ride.
In Table 3 , we show the mean and variance of the total variation error for the ride-sharing example where we varied the risk-sensitivity of gains (i.e. the example depicted in Figure 7 ) using both agents with prospect and entropic value functions. The errors for the other two examples are similar in size. The entropic map performs slightly better this is largely due to the fact that λ is the only Figure 7 where the degree of risk-sensitivity in gains is explored. (c) Prospect value functions corresponding to the example in Figure 8 where the degree of risk-sensitivity in losses is explored.
parameter to learn. Note that the entropic agent performs worse compared to itself when learning risk-neutral preferences which occurs near λ = 0 while the prospect agent has its worse performance on risk-seeking preferences. Table 3 : Error computed using the total variation for the example where we vary the degree of risk-sensitivity in gains (i.e. the example shown in Figure 7) . We report the average error and the variance between the policies. The last column shows the error when using an entropic agent to learn a prospect agent.
Discussion
We present a new gradient based technique for learning risk-sensitive decision making models of humans amidst automation. We find that while there are a number of technical issues related to learning prospect theory based agents-namely, their value functions are not Lipschitz for parameter combinations that best capture human decision making (i.e. when 0 < ρ + , ρ − < 1,)-we are able to still numerically learn the policies of these agents. Moreover, we introduce a logarithm-based value function that well-approximates the convex-concave structure of the prospect theory values while satisfying the assumptions of our theorems. We demonstrated the algorithms performance for agents based on several types of behavioral models and do so on two examples: the canonical Grid World problem and a passenger's view ride-sharing where the parameters of the ride-sharing MDP were learned from real-world data.
Looking forward, we remark that we assumed the reference point was known and fixed. We are examining techniques that have formal performance guarantees (e.g., on convergence) that allow us to simultaneously estimate reference points. We are also examining the use of other risk-metrics that will allow us to leverage the benefits of cumulative prospect theory which has been shown to be more flexible in approximating human decision-making. As a final remark, we previously remarked that the complexity bound we derive, since it is on the per-state level, suggests ways of designing data collection schemes to better understand the agent's actions in less explored regions of the state space. We currently exploring how such information can be used to adaptively produce the most informative demonstrations from human agent's. This is challenging since some of the options in the state-action space may result in a very high risk to the agent and thus, inducing such state-action pairs may be viewed unfavorably by the agent.
A Proof of Theorem 2
Let us breifly remark that the gradient algorithm and Theorem 2 are consistent with the gradient descent framework which uses the contravariant gradient for learning as introduced in [35] for Riemannian parameter spaces Θ. Of course, when Θ is Euclidean and the coordinate system is orthonormal, the gradient we normally use (covariant derivative) coincides with the contravariant gradient. However, this suggests our techniques will not generalize to admissible parameter spaces with more structure. Moreover, as is pointed out in [23] , the trajectories that result from the solution to the gradient algorithm are equivalent up to reparameterization through a smooth invertible mapping with a smooth inverse. Contravariant gradient methods have been shown to be asymptotically efficient in a probabilistic sense and thus, they tend to avoid plateaus [35, 36] .
Before we dive into the proof of Theorem 2, let us introduce some definitions and useful propositions.
Definition 2 (Fréchet Subdifferentials) Let U be a Banach space and U * its dual. The Fréchet subdifferential of f : U → R at u ∈ U , denoted by ∂f (u) is the set of u * ∈ U * such that
We require two propositions to complete the proof.
Proposition 1 ( [23, 37] ) For a finite family (f i ) i∈I of real-valued functions (where I is a finite index set) defined on U , let f (u) = max i∈I f i (u). If u * ∈ ∂f i (u) and f i (u) = f (u), then u * ∈ ∂f i (u). If f 1 , f 2 : U → R, α 1 , α 2 ≥ 0, then α 1 ∂f 1 + α 2 ∂f 2 ⊂ ∂(α 1 f 1 + α 1 f 2 ).
Proposition 2 ( [23, 38] ) Suppose that (f n ) n∈N is a sequence of real-valued functions on U which converge pointwise to f . Let u ∈ U , u * n ∈ ∂f n (u) ⊂ U * and suppose that (u * n ) is weak * -convergent to u * and is bounded. Moreover, suppose that at u, for any ε > 0, there exists an N > 0 and δ > 0 such that for any n ≥ N , h ∈ B U (0, δ) 6 , f n (u + h) ≥ f n (u) + u * n , h − ε h . Then u * ∈ ∂f (u).
Proof of Theorem 2.
Let Q 0 (x, a, θ) ≡ 0. Then it is trivial that Q 0 (x, a, θ) is locally Lipschitz in θ on Θ. Supposing that Q t (x, a, θ) is L t -locally Lipschitz in θ, then we need to show that T Q t (x, a, θ) is locally Lipschitz.
Sinceũ ≡ u −r, it also satisfies Assumption 1. Let L y = min{L y (θ)|θ ∈ Θ}. and define v(x, θ) = max a Q(x, a , θ). Then we have that T Q t (θ) − T Q t (θ ) ≤ αL y y(θ) − y(θ )] + αL θ θ − θ + Q t (θ) − Q t (θ )
≤ αγL y v(s , θ) − v(s , θ ) + αL θ θ − θ + (1 − αL y ) Q t (θ) − Q t (θ )
where we have suppressed the dependence of Q t (·, ·, θ) on (x, a). Hence, lettingᾱ = 1 − α(1 − γ)L y we have that T Q t (·, ·, θ) is L t+1 -locally Lipschitz with L t+1 =ᾱL t + αL θ . With L 0 = 0, by iterating we get that L t+1 = (ᾱ t + · · · +ᾱ + 1)αL θ
As stated in Section 3.2, T is a contraction so that T n Q 0 → Q * θ = Q * (·, ·, θ) as n → ∞. Hence, by the above argument Q * θ is αL θ /(1 −ᾱ)-Lipschitz continuous. Now, consider a fixed vector θ ∈ R d . We now show that the operator S acting on the space of function φ θ : X × A → R d defined by 
is a contraction where π is any greedy policy with respect to Q θ = Q(·, ·, θ). Indeed, (Sφ θ − Sφ θ )(x, a) = αE µ D yũ (y(θ), θ) · γ a ∈A π(a |x )(φ θ (x , a ) − φ θ (x , a ))
